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Abstract— MIPS is a micro robot with a parallel me-
chanical architecture having three degrees of freedom
(one translation and two orientations) that allow fine
positioning of a surgical tool. The purpose of MIPS is
to act as an active wrist at the tip of an endoscope and
to provide to the surgeon an accurate tool that may
furthermore offers a partial force-feedback. The cur-
rent prototype has a diameter of 7mm for a length of
2.5cm and includes all the necessary hardware. We will
explain why a parallel architecture has be chosen, the
method of optimal design that has been used for de-
termining the dimensions of the robot and present the
current prototype.
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I. Introduction

Among the numerous potential applications of
micro-robots surgery is one of the most promising and
at the same time one of the more challenging. Indeed
the micro-system approach fits the trend of modern
surgery which aims to minimally invasive surgery[3]
whose purpose is to lessen the lesion on the patients
that are created by the surgeon to access the operation
region. Indeed in a first part of an operation the sur-
geon will operate the patient so that his/her hands will
gain access to the operation region, thereby creating
lesions that are often not in relation with the size of
the zone to be accessed. In the minimally invasive ap-
proach the surgeon will use very small-sized tools that
are able to reach the operating region either through
small openings in the patients or through natural ways.
With this approach the time for the patient for fully
recovering from the operation is drastically reduced.
The price is paid by the surgeon that has to deal with
a more complex operating mode: no more direct ac-
cess to the region, a feedback that is most of the time
only visual (tactile feedback is no more provided) and
of poor quality. Developing the tools that will be used
for the surgeon is challenging:

• reliability is at premium
• bio-compatibility must be addressed
• size must be minimal
• ergonomy issues must be carefully addressed as sur-
geons are most of the time not very familiar with com-
puter science...and not very patient

In minimally invasive surgery a classical tool is used:
the endoscope. This system is basically a long flexi-
ble optic fiber that is introduced in a patient, enabling
the surgeon to visually examine various critical regions
within the human body for diagnosis purposes (and in
some cases to perform a biopsy: a sample of tissue will
be picked up by a small tool for further examination).
Control of the motion of the endoscope is provided
through a wires system that allows to modify the ori-
entation of the last 10 centimeters of the tip of the
endoscope (figure 1). But this kind of control does

Fig. 1. The motion of the tip of an endoscope

not allow for a very fine positioning of the tip of the
endoscope: indeed the small wires that are used are
submitted to large friction forces and act like springs
that store potential energy which may suddenly be re-
leased resulting in large motion of the tip. A direct
result is that the positioning accuracy of an endoscope
is usually poor and does not allow to use it as an oper-
ation tool. It must also be noted that endoscopes are
used in fact mostly for industrial inspection (only 20%
of the endoscopes are used in medical applications).
But their use in industry is limited to inspection for
the same reason than for medical application: a lack
of accurate mobility at the tip of the endoscope. A
possible way to correct this problem is to motorize the
endoscope [4], [7], [10], [16] but this leads to very com-
plex system.
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After numerous discussions with surgeons in vari-

ous fields we conclude that the positioning accuracy
of an endoscope may be improved by using a classical
concept in robotics: the micro-macro approach. The
idea is to have a macro system that a large workspace
but a poor accuracy (in our case the endoscope) and
to instrument it with a micro system that has a small
workspace but a high accuracy. This approach has
already been proposed by Wendlandt [17] for this ap-
plication but the micro-system was driven by external
wires and was suffering from the same drawbacks than
the endoscope.

We end up with the following requirements:

• the micro system should have a diameter less than
1 centimeter which is the diameter of endoscope used
for gastro-intestinal operation,
• the micro system must have 3 dof: two rotations
along the x, y axes and a translation along the z axis
(the other dof may be provided by the endoscope),
• the accuracy of the micro-system should be in the
micron range
• it must be autonomous, i.e. motors and sensors must
be included in the micro-robot,
• if possible force-feedback must be provided.

There is an additional requirement that deal with the
forces on the micro system: although the forces that
will be exerted by the micro robot will be small (the
force necessary for cutting a human tissue is equiva-
lent to a mass of 15 grams), it may be submitted to
very large forces (for example when the endoscope is
introduced in the human patient).

II. The MIPS parallel robot

Parallel robot have the advantages of high accuracy
and high load capacity and for our application their re-
duced workspace is not a problem. Considering these
advantages we have decided to use a parallel struc-
ture for the micro-robot MIPS that will be put at the
end of the endoscope. As we need only 3 dof the me-
chanical architecture described in figure 2 has been
chosen. This architecture is a variant of the archi-
tecture proposed by Lee [11] which was using variable
length legs. In this architecture the end-effector is con-
nected through ball-and-socket joints to 3 legs with
fixed length. At the other extremity of the leg there
is a revolute joint. The center of this joint is put at
the extremity of a linear actuator so that it may move
along a vertical axis and the motion of this actuator
is measured by a linear sensor. Control of the 3 linear
actuators allows one to control 3 dof of the platform:
motion along a vertical axis and rotation around the
x, y axis. This architecture leads to a very compact de-
sign: the 3 linear actuators are co-located in a cylinder
and the leg geometry is such that when the actuator
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Fig. 2. The mechanical architecture of the MIPS micro-robot

are fully retracted the platform will lie on top of the
cylinder: in this configuration the robot is basically a
cylinder and may sustain very large forces. When the
robot is close to the operating zone the linear actuators
will extend but as flexible bellow joins the platform to
the top of the cylinder, the inside of the robot is still
isolated from the surrounding.

Note also that the platform moves only if the revo-
lute joint center are moving: a practical consequence
is that if there is a loss of current in the motors the
robot will just freeze. This is an important safety ad-
vantage of the parallel structure over the serial one
as even a balanced serial robot may exhibit residual
motions that may be dangerous for the patient.

III. Design analysis

A drawback of parallel robot is that their perfor-
mances are highly sensitive to their dimensioning.
Hence for a given task it is necessary to perform an
optimal design study so that the performances will be
maximum. However our design will be constrained by
the choice of the actuator.

A. Linear actuators

In micro-system there is a size gap in the available
hardware: roughly speaking motors and sensors up
to 1 centimeter are commercially available while the
MEMS technology provides similar components with
a maximum size of 0.1 mm. But in the range from 10
mm to 0.1 mm they are very few components available.
Unfortunately for MIPS we need a pair of sensor and
motor which should fit in a cylinder with a diameter
at most 5mm. Furthermore some mode of actuation
cannot be used in view of the application: for exam-
ple piezo-electric actuator cannot be used as the high
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voltage they are using may be damaging for the pa-
tient [6].

In a preliminary version of MIPS we have developed
our own magnetic linear actuators. Although they
were satisfactory to validate the concepts underlying
MIPS, their stroke was not sufficient for the applica-
tion. At the same time we were not willing to develop
our own actuator as this is a full time job that will in-
terfere with the theoretical studies that were necessary
to develop the MIPS robot.

Hence with the help of the ALTRAN company
we have looked at commercially available components
that may be used to build a linear actuator. We have
finally determined that no component providing di-
rectly a linear motion were available. Thus we have
decided to use a rotary motor and a screw to convert
the rotary motion into a linear one. The following
motors were selected:

• the BL 1900 motor from Faulhaber with a diameter
of 1.9 mm, a maximal torque of 7.5 µNm, a reduction
gear of 47:1 and a maximal velocity of 100000 rpm,
• the Smoovy motor of RMB with a diameter of 3 mm,
a maximal torque of 35 µNm, a reduction gear of 25:1
and a maximal velocity of 120000 rpm.

As for the linear sensor there was almost an unique
choice with the Differential Variable Reluctance Trans-
ducer of MicroStrain with a diameter of 1.5 mm with
a measurement range of 6 mm, a resolution of 0.06 µm
and a non-linearity of ± 1%.

B. Design parameters and requirements

The following design parameters have to be deter-
mined:

• the radius r1 of the circle on which are located the
center of the ball-and-socket joints on the platform.
These centers are located on a equilateral triangle and
hence r1 fully determine the location of the joints
• the length l of the leg: the three legs have the same
length
• the stroke S of the linear actuator
• the pitch h of the screw

It will usually be necessary to add to this list the loca-
tion of the revolute joint centers in the x−y plane. But
in our case we want to design a robot as compact as
possible and the choice of the linear actuators impose
these locations.

The pitch h of the screw is not a geometrical param-
eter and the manufacturing process clearly imposes a
lower bound on its value. An upper bound is found
by imposing that at the slowest setting of the motor
velocity the motion of the leg during a sampling time
does not exceed one third of the sensor accuracy.

The final design must satisfy the following require-
ments:

• possible rotation around the x, y axis of at least ±
15 degrees at least at some point of the workspace
• the possibility of providing a force on the platform
equivalent to 15 grams whatever is the location of the
robot in its workspace, being given the maximal torque
of the rotary motors
• a positioning accuracy in the range of a few microme-
ters over the whole workspace of the robot, being given
the accuracy on the measurements of the motion of the
linear actuators
• no singularity within the workspace

IV. Optimal design methodology

A. The parameter space approach

A classical method in optimal design of mechanism
is the cost-function approach [5]. But these methods
has many drawbacks and cannot be applied in the case
of the MIPS robot. Hence we have used another ap-
proach called the parameter space approach.

As we have seen previously we have 3 design pa-
rameters. We consider a 3-dimensional space, called
the parameter space, with a parameter associated to
each of the dimension of this space. In this space a
point represent a unique geometry for our robot and
the purpose of the design analysis is to determine all

the point(s) in this space such that the design require-
ments are satisfied. In fact it will not be necessary to
examine the whole parameter space as we have natural
bounds on the values of the design parameters (given
here in millimeter):

• the radius r1 of the platform cannot exceed half
the size of the robot (10 millimeters) and should be
large enough to host 3 miniature ball-and-socket joints.
Hence we have r1 ∈ [3, 5]
• the stroke S of the linear actuator cannot exceed
the stroke of the linear sensor (6 mm) but must be
large enough to allow for relatively large change in the
orientation of the platform. We have chosen S ∈ [3, 6]
• the length l of the leg cannot exceed the stroke of
the actuator (otherwise the platform cannot lie on the
cylinder of the robot when the actuator are fully re-
tracted). At the same time they must be at least larger
than the difference between the radius of the base and
the radius of the platform (otherwise no motion of the
robot will be possible). We have imposed conserva-
tively l ∈ [1, 6]

At the same we may bound the workspace of the
robot: for example the translation along the z axis
cannot exceed the stroke of the actuator and must
clearly be positive. Bounding the orientation an-
gles is more complex: due to the requirements the
interval for these variables must include an orienta-
tion angle of 15 degrees. Singularity analysis pro-
vide however a way to determine an upper bound for
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these angles as a singularity will occur for a rotation
around the x or the y axis at an angle that can be
computed from the geometry of the robot (hence we
have the constraints Gx(r1, l) ≤ θx ≤ Fx(r1, l) and
Gy(r1, l) ≤ θy ≤ Fy(r1, l)).

We thus extend the parameter space to a 6 dimen-
sional space S, each dimension representing one of the
unknown in the list {r1, S, l, z, θx, θy} where z is the
z coordinates of the platform and θx, θy its rotation
angles. Due to the above constraints only some parts
of S are of interest and can be computed as:

r1 ∈ [3, 5] (1)

S ∈ [3, 6]

l ∈ [1, S]

z ∈ [0, S]

θx ∈ [Gx(r1, l), Fx(r1, l)]

θy ∈ [Gy(r1, l), Fy(r1, l)]

where S is the upper bound for the range on S. Our
purpose is now to determine all the possible values of
the design parameters r1, l, S that satisfy the following
set of constraints

Constraints (2)

• the workspace includes poses with θx = ±15 degrees
and pose with θy = ±15
• in these poses:
– the robot must be able to exert a force of 15 grams
– the positioning errors on the platform must not

exceed a given threshold
It must be noted that the above constraints are nec-

essary to satisfy the requirements but are not sufficient
as we are considering the force and accuracy require-
ments only for the extreme pose of the workspace.

Our first purpose is now to compute the possible val-
ues of the design parameters such that the correspond-
ing robot satisfy the above constraints, or in other
words, the region(s) R of the parameter space that
include all the possible values for the design parame-
ters. An approximation of R will be calculated using
interval analysis.

B. Optimal design regions

B.1 Validation step

In our method R will be approximated by a list of
element, each element being constituted of 3 ranges,
one for each design parameter. For computing this
approximation it will necessary to have an algorithm
that enable to check if the requirements are satisfied.
For this purpose we consider a set T of 6 elements in S:
the four first elements will be a range for the variable
r1, S, l, z while the last two elements (corresponding to

the θx, θy) will have a numerical value. The possible
values for these elements will be ± 15 degree or 0:
hence we will consider in turn the pair (15,0), (-15,0),
(0,15), (0,-15). Hence a set T is constituted of a set Td

of range for the design parameters and a mixed set TX

which describe the possible pose of the platform. For
a set T , Td will be a solution of the optimal design
problem if for any value of the design parameters in
their ranges:
• the minimal value of the force that the robot is able
to exert is greater than the threshold Fs = 15 grams
whatever is the pose of the robot in the set TX

• the maximal positioning errors on the platform must
not exceed a given threshold ǫ whatever is the pose of
the robot in the set TX

Being given the maximal force τmax that an actuator
can provide the maximal force Fmax

z on the platform
can be computed as:

Fmax
z =

i=3∑

i=1

|J−T
Fz ,i|τmax (3)

where J−T
Fz

is the row of the transpose of the inverse

jacobian matrix J−T matrix corresponding to the ver-
tical force. Similarly being given the maximal sensor
error ∆ρmax the maximal positioning error ∆Xmax of
the platform can be be computed as:

∆Xmaxj
=

i=3∑

i=1

|Jji|∆ρmax (4)

Thus for a set T , Td will be a solution of the optimal
design problem if

∆Xmax ≤ ǫ

Fmax
z ≥ Fs

for any pose in the set TX . Computing exactly the ex-
tremum of ∆Xmax and Fmax

z will be difficult. But by
using interval analysis we are able to compute bounds
for this extremum. Interval analysis used on the
equations (3,4) will provide two range U1 = [u1, u1],
U2 = [u2, u2] such that:

u1 ≤ ∆Xmax ≤ u1

u2 ≤ Fmax
z ≤ u2

The bounds provided by the interval analysis may be
overestimated, but are guaranteed (even with respect
to numerical round-off errors). Hence if for a set T we
have:

u1 ≤ ǫ u2 ≥ FS (5)

then Td is a solution of the optimal design problem:
verifying if the above constraint is satisfied is called
the validation step for a set T .
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B.2 Algorithm

We may now design an algorithm that enable to
compute the approximation of the region. In this al-
gorithm we use a list L of set T that is initialized with
the set T0 that bounds all the unknowns as presented
in (1). At some time in the process L will have n ele-
ments and an index i is used to denote the set Ti that
is currently examined (hence at the start we have i=0
and n = 1). The algorithm proceed along the following
step:

1. if i = n then EXIT

2. compute U1(Ti), U2(Ti)
3. if Ti satisfy the constraints (5) store Tdi

in the list
of valid solution, i = i + 1, goto step 1
4. if u1 > ǫ or u2 < Fs then there is no solution in
Tdi

, i = i + 1, goto step 1
5. otherwise choose a variable j in the set Ti and bisect
its range [xj , xj ]. Affect to Tn+1 the same range than
for Td except for the variable j that has the range
[xj , (xj + xj)/2]. Affect to Tn+2 the same range than
for Td except for the variable j that has the range
[(xj + xj)/2, xj ]. Then n = n + 2, i = i + 1, goto step
1

To avoid having to consider set for which the ranges
will be reduced to a point we also discard all the set
Ti in which all the ranges have a width lower than a
fixed threshold β (usually corresponding to the man-
ufacturing errors). Note also that this algorithm can
be designed for a distributed implementation: the pro-
cessing of a given set Ti is independent from the pro-
cessing of the other set and therefore it can be done
on an independent machine.

After running this algorithm we get a list of design
solution such that:

• the constraints defined in (2) are satisfied
• for the solutions with size β if we take as nominal val-
ues for the design parameters the center of the ranges
in Td the robot can be manufactured and even if due
to manufacturing errors the real robot differs from the
theoretical one the constraints defined in (2) will still
be satisfied

C. Optimal design solutions

At this point of the method we have determined all
the regions of the parameter space than can include the
point(s) corresponding to the optimal design solutions.
But not all the points in the region will correspond to a
robot satisfying the requirements as we have used only
a restricted version of these requirements to determine
the regions.

We will now sample the regions and for each robot
in the sampling we will verify if it satisfy the full list
of requirements by using the verification step

C.1 Verification step

The purpose of the verification step is to determine
if a robot of given geometry satisfy the complete list
of requirements. This is usually a complex problem
as it implies in most cases to solve a constrained op-
timization problem. To solve this problem we have
developed specific tools: verification of the worst case
accuracy [14], verification of the absence of singularity
within the workspace [15] and worst case value for the
joint forces [13].

C.2 Optimal design of MIPS

The previous methodology has been applied to the
design of the MIPS micro-robot. After running the
algorithm for 24 hours on a set of 6 computers we have
obtained a list of 12843 potential design boxes. The
verification step performed on 48290 possible robots
among thses boxes has run for about 12 hours and has
led to a list of 10 robot geometries. Among these 10
solutions we have chosen the one which was the easiest
to manufacture. Fortunately the same design can be
used if we use either the BL 1900 motor or the Smoovy
motor: the only difference is that the diameter of the
robot with the Smoovy motors will be 8.6mm instead
of 7 mm.

V. The MIPS robot

The final theoretical version of the MIPS robot has
been designed with the help of the LMARC labo-
ratory in Besançon and its manufacturing has been
done by the company DG Création in Besançon in the
framework of the ”Factory of the Future” collaboration
contract funded by AFIRST. Preliminary experiments
have shown that the open-loop motions were very good
but that after a few hours of use the reduction gear of
the BL 1900 motor was beginning to present failure.
This has been corrected by Faulhaber and the motors
are now working perfectly.

We have also some concern about using a magnetic
linear sensor in close proximity to a motor. Prelimi-
nary experiments have shown that the magnetic field
induced by the motor was too small to influence the
motor but that the sensor was very sensitive to change
in temperature. We are now currently starting the in-
tegration of the sensors in the robot.

A closed-loop controller based on a PC running RT-
linux has been designed. It includes an AD board for
processing the sensor signal while the motors are con-
trolled through a sinus amplifier connected to the par-
allel port of the PC.

VI. Conclusion

Adding an accurate extra mobility to the tip of an
endoscope is necessary to enlarge its field of applica-
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Fig. 3. MIPS prototype

Fig. 4. MIPS prototype

tion from inspection-only purpose to operational goals.
Parallel mechanical structures are appropriate in this
case as they allow for small device having a small
workspace but high accuracy and load capacity.

After the integration of the sensors in the current
prototype we will start a clinical validation in the
framework of an ”Action Concertée Incitative” funded
by the ministry of Research: an endoscopic surgeon in
Marseilles will start using the device on animals and
will provide the necessary user feedback.
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